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This article critically engages with Nadine Gordimer’s fictional pieces Burger’s Daughter (1979) 
and July’s People (1981), both of which possess unique underpinnings of reimagining the post-
colonial state in the global African diaspora. The article focuses on Burger’s Daughter (1979) by 
analyzing the politics of white resistance in Black liberation within the context of the anti-
apartheid struggle. Its examination of July’s People (1981) highlights the ways in which settler 
colonialism, historically and currently, influences the Black family unit and disrupts the 
conventional conceptualization of the “post-colonial era.” Through highlighting Gordimer’s 
literary footprint within post-colonial intellectual thought, this article argues that Gordimer, as a 
white South African woman, uniquely informs our imagination of a world beyond colonization 
in which Black liberation is realized through fictional storytelling and elucidates the vast 
implications of colonization present in the global African diaspora. 




Nadine Gordimer was a white South African writer and activist. She was the child of immigrant 
parents, with her father born in Latvia and her mother in England. Born in 1923, Gordimer grew 
up during the formative years of the apartheid state. Thus, her literary work is a contestation, 
existing in many forms, of the world around her. During the 1960s and 1970s, her words 
intertwined with her political activism, as her novels were set against the backdrop of the 
emerging anti-apartheid movement. During the 1980s and 1990s, her work critically engaged 
with the apartheid state and its implications for whites, coloreds, and Blacks in South Africa. In 
the early 2000s, the emergence of a democratic South Africa served as a framework for 
Gordimer’s work (Lange 1997, 80). Gordimer’s highly acclaimed novels moved through time 
and space to discuss different themes that arose within colonial domination. In 1991, she 
received the Nobel Prize in Literature, and her work was deemed “the most outstanding work in 
an ideal direction” (Wästberg 2001, 1). Furthermore, in the field of fictional literature, 
Gordimer’s collective works were known for their unprecedented effort to expose the injustice of 
her time in a nuanced and critical manner. 
Prominent anti-colonial discourses, including works by David Walker, Cheikh Anta Diop, 
Kwame Nkrumah, W.E.B. Du Bois, Amie Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, and Steve Biko, largely focus 
on colonial systems that were considered to be in decline by the 1960s. In 1948, the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights was promulgated, and the world was regarded by many as now 
being in a “post-colonial era.” Some African studies scholars contest the term post-colonial, as 
colonization and its remnants are arguably still present worldwide (Chrisman et al. 1994, ix and 
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25). However, considering the designated period of the post-colonial, which is signified by the 
development of humanist thought and the adoption and proclamation of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, South Africa and the atrocities of apartheid are 
particularly egregious. 
Furthermore, apartheid anti-colonial discourse is especially salient and relevant because it 
relates to a legal system of subjugation that socially engineered race and racism to exist at the 
forefront of society. This occurred concurrently around the globe, with most regions of the world 
enacting legislation of integration and equality. Nadine Gordimer’s literary works informed the 
anti-colonial discourse of this period through a range of perspectives. Her fictitious narratives 
depict the profound realities of dissonance and resistance. Furthermore, she navigated the roles 
and experiences of South Africans—white, Black, and colored—who contested the 
institutionalization of hate and oppression in their country. 
In this article, I examine two of Gordimer’s literary works with the objective of 
understanding their contributions to post-colonial thought. First, I discuss Burger’s Daughter 
(1979), her novel most intimately associated with the anti-apartheid struggle, and I analyze the 
politics of white resistance to Black liberation. I then examine July’s People (1981), which 
addresses the implications of settler colonialism for the Black family unit and grapples with the 
notion of a “post-colonial era.” Next, I discuss the legacy of Gordimer’s intellectual thought. 
Lastly, examining Gordimer’s work and literary imprint, I argue that Gordimer, as a white South 
African woman, cogently informed anti-colonial rhetoric through storytelling and highlighted 
colonial themes not only present in South Africa but in the global African diaspora as well. 
 
Burger’s Daughter 
Gordimer’s work Burger’s Daughter takes place between 1948, the year the Nationalist 
government came to power, and 1976, the year of the Soweto Uprising. The novel follows the 
life of twenty-six-year-old Rosa, a white Afrikaner. Rosa grew up in a household that actively 
supported the overthrow of the apartheid government. Both of her parents belonged to the South 
African Communist Party (SACP) and died in prison. The resistance was deeply embedded in 
Rosa from her youth, as she lived in a home that welcomed all races and grew up with a Black 
brother, Baasie, until the age of nine. 
As readers learn, Rosa is attempting to fit her parents’ legacy into her own narrative. 
Furthermore, the historical-political moment of 1948 is juxtaposed with Rosa’s coming-of-age 
story. At first, she forgoes her parents’ nationally renowned social justice legacy, burdened by 
their abandonment of her due to their commitment to change. But she ultimately comes back to 
the resistance movement and ends up in jail as a political prisoner. Rosa then writes her memoir, 
which employs analepses and prolepses to explore the descending political change and moments 
of internalized reflection that bring her back and away from the side of resistance (Tecucianu 
2014, 159). In her reflection of her work, Gordimer explains that the novel’s theme is “human 
conflict between the desire to live a personal, private life, and the rival claim of social 
responsibility to one’s fellow men—human advancement” (Newman 2003, 149). 
To be the subject of oppression is a strikingly different experience compared to being a 
bystander. In the words of many South Africans I have met, if a bystander does not actively 
resist the system imposing oppression, they consequently become an oppressor. However, at the 
same time, as Gordimer writes, the white person’s role in the resistance movement should be 
navigated methodically and they should not expect gratitude (1979, 237). In its discussion of this 
role, Burger’s Daughter contributes to anti-colonial discourse, a distinctive contextualization of 
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the dilemmas that arise when a white person attempts to engage with political contestation and 
aspiration. 
Rosa is on a journey of self-definition throughout the novel. In a moment of realization, she 
sits with a college friend, Conrad, in her childhood home, reminiscing about life and the 
development of one’s thoughts, when he says to her, “I have the impression you have grown up 
entirely through other people. What they told you was appropriate to feel and do.” She then 
describes moments of celebration in her childhood, “when somebody got off, not guilty in a 
political trial. Leaders came out of prison. A bunch of blacks made the success of a boycott or 
defied a law. There was a mass protest or a strike.” Conrad responds, “But where are they, those 
miseries, and your great wild times?” (Gordimer 1979, 58). An upbringing filled with parental 
tyranny and the all-encompassing forces that determined her future for her has prompted Rosa’s 
journey of self-definition. From a very young age, she knew no other life than the life of 
resistance, one where imprisonment was part of the responsibilities of being an adult. Upon this 
conversation with Conrad, Rosa begins to reflect on her life, arriving at the thought that she has 
never been in control of her own life. For example, her only “love” was a false engagement to a 
man that her father chose, so that she could carry political messages more easily back and forth 
from the prison. 
The burden of her father’s legacy lies close to Rosa’s heart. As political and social unrest 
worsens throughout the country, she attempts to commit herself to the resistance movement. In 
addition to the struggle of understanding her identity, she confronts the notion that her existence 
as a white activist contradicts the aim of the Black consciousness movement within anti-
apartheid resistance. A Black university student activist denounces white anti-apartheid activists 
as futile, asserting whites are inherently incapable of understanding the Black struggle and the 
movement’s goals (Gordimer 1979, 169). He exclaims that it is Blacks and only Blacks who can 
be leaders and resisters of their oppression. Rosa internalizes the words of the Black student 
activist, reflected in a moment of bewilderment she experiences after returning to Johannesburg 
from Soweto, when she comes across a donkey brutally beaten by a Black man: 
I didn’t see the whip. I saw the agony. The agony that came from some terrible centre seized 
within the group of donkey, cart, driver, and people behind him. They made a single object 
that contracted against itself in the desperation of a hideous final energy. Not seeing the 
whip, I saw the infliction of pain broken away from the will that creates it; broken loose a 
force existing of itself, ravishment without the ravisher, torture without the torturer, rampage, 
pure cruelty gone beyond of the humans who have spent thousands of years devising it 
(Gordimer 1979, 208). 
This scene is a defining moment in Rosa’s life. She believes that if she intervenes, it reflects a 
belief in her authority over this Black man as a white person. She explains, “I had only to career 
down onto that scene with my car and my white authority…with my knowledge of how to 
deliver them over to the police” (Gordimer 1979, 210). In realizing her impotence, she states that 
she does not know how to live in “Lionel’s country” anymore. Grabbing hold of this moment, 
she steps out on a journey to know herself and chooses to leave South Africa behind and travel to 
France. 
Rosa’s desire to leave South Africa arises from the accumulation of a few different feelings. 
First, growing up in her parents’ shadow, it became unwaveringly clear to her that she did not 
know who she was, only the person her parents wanted her to be. Rosa attempts to withstand this 
lack of control over her life and remain committed to the resistance movement, but she is then 
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abruptly shaken by her lack of belonging in the movement. She cannot digest her position as a 
white South African, feeling as though her existence perpetuates Black oppression. Lastly, 
Rosa’s plan to leave her country illustrates the debilitating psychological effects of apartheid. 
Rosa can no longer withstand the injustices occurring in front of her daily. 
Rosa finds the fulfillment that she is looking for while in Europe. Embracing the identity that 
she has chosen for herself, she makes friends and falls in love with a French teacher. She is 
invisible in her new world and feels free from her parents’ strings. But then, Rosa reunites with 
her childhood brother, Bassie, which brings readers to the third section and defining part of the 
book. 
Bassie denounces Rosa and the role her family had in his life. He first explains to her that his 
real name is Zwelinzima Vulindlela, which Rosa cannot pronounce and views as “an 
estrangement from her past; she has forgotten her suffering land along with her brother” 
(Tecucianu 2014, 162). Later that day, he calls her to discuss ruminating thoughts that he has had 
for years. He rejects the ways in which her parents deprived him of being a part of his culture 
and knowing other Blacks, a way of exercising their paternalism. Most importantly, he tells Rosa 
that her father is celebrated and deemed a hero throughout the country for dying in prison in the 
name of the resistance, but that this is what thousands of Blacks have done who remain 
nameless. In an ultimate expression of disgust, he tells her that “whatever you whites touch you 
take over”; hearing this leaves Rosa physically sickened and catalyzes her desire to return to 
South Africa (Gordimer 1979, 333). 
Rosa’s confrontation with Zwelinzima is symbolic of the larger contribution this novel makes 
to anti-colonial discourse. Zwelinzima is a representation of the Black consciousness ethos 
(Dimitriu 2016, 1046). Despite Rosa’s father Lionel’s—who is depicting the role of any white 
person involved in resistance against white oppression—well-intended actions and genuine 
desire to dismantle colonial forces, he is a hypocrite for accepting and relishing in the fame and 
glory of doing so. Zwelinzima, at this moment, is relating to a larger issue of white presence in 
any anti-colonial movement, and his assertions parallel those of bell hooks in Ain’t I A Woman: 
Black Women and Feminism (1981) and of Awa Thiam in Speak Out, Black Sisters: Feminism 
and Oppression in Black Africa (1986). bell hooks argues for the feminist movement to 
acknowledge and address Black women’s intersectional discrimination and highlights the 
embedded patriarchy and unique experience of Black female oppression (1981, 15). Thiam 
argues that Black women have been silent for too long. She explains, “women must assume their 
own voices—speak out for themselves. It won’t be easy, and the ones who up to now have been 
enjoying all the privileges—the men—and who have been making use of women’s voices, will 
not give them up easily” (1986, 11). Furthermore, Gordimer, hooks, and Thiam position their 
work to explain that the voice of the resistance must be from those who are oppressed. 
The first part of Burger’s Daughter discusses Rosa’s parents’ revolutionary legacy of 
activism, representing the empty shoes Rosa must fill. In the second part of the novel, Rosa 
rejects this inheritance and chooses to make her own life—one distinct from the struggle for 
liberation that is all she’s ever known. In the third part of the book, she reunites with that 
inheritance. She simultaneously finds her longing for a part in the liberation of her country under 
her own identity, a self-narrative in which she lives like everyone else, and like everyone else she 
merely “does what she can” (Gordimer 1979, 315). Rosa no longer seeks to fill her parents’ 
shoes, but wants to merely be a political prisoner, among others who are resisters. As she 
explains, “the resistance movement is about suffering. How to end suffering. And often it ends in 
suffering” (Gordimer 1979, 349). Rosa has chosen the identity of an ordinary resister who is not 
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concerned about recognition for her actions, but who is a part of the achievement of progress for 
those who are suffering—for those who the movement is mobilizing for. 
Burger’s Daughter disrupts conventional anti-colonial discourse and navigates the intricacies 
of being part of a resistance movement while holding the identity of the oppressor. Much of anti-
colonial discourse highlights the necessity for Black leadership and denounces white people’s 
dominant roles in the resistance movement. Although some believe it reasonable to assert that 
whites should not hold prominent roles in anti-colonial resistance, defining the role white people 
can have in the movement is necessary. Furthermore, white people’s acknowledgment and desire 
to address oppressive systems that privilege them should not be rebuked. However, anti-colonial 
literature has failed to define this role comprehensively and to engage with the role in a 
meaningful way. Out of all of Gordimer’s novels, Burger’s Daughter is most relevant to anti-
colonial discourse today, as we enter an era in which more white people than ever are armed to 
join the resistance. Burger’s Daughter helps define and illuminate whites’ position in the 
movement without appropriating Blackness, and it does this through intimate storytelling that 
details realistic transgressions of white overstepping and the glorification of their own 
commitment to Black liberation (Yelin 1999, 117). 
 
July’s People 
Another literary work produced by Gordimer that is a unique contribution to anti-colonial 
literature is July’s People (1981), which is set in a future in which the Black liberation revolution 
prevails. In an ultimate representation of the power struggle between the colonizer and the 
colonized, Gordimer interrogates a world in which white authority is systematically overthrown. 
The novel contributes to anti-colonial discourse, in that it provides a nuanced perspective of 
settler colonialism’s implications and how it alters the Black family structure, and also raises 
relevant questions about the manifestation of a “post-colonial” era. Similar to Burger’s Daughter 
and many of Gordimer’s other novels, the fictitious tale of July’s People is a portrayal of realistic 
social conditions and a critique of oppressive governance. In the story, South Africa is in a state 
of chaos as the Blacks and coloreds of the country have risen up against their oppressor and 
seized power. They now have control and possess Mozambique’s and Botswana’s militant 
support. The novel follows a white South African family, the Smales, as they endure the 
changing political times of war and unrest. The country is in a transitional moment, what many 
scholars who have analyzed Gordimer’s work define as an interregnum, “struggling between the 
dying old and the new which cannot take its birth” (Mufti 2013, 64). And in this rare moment of 
shifting control, understanding power relations between Blacks and whites is illustrative of a 
world in which white authority is non-existent and their existence deplorable. 
The novel begins by overtly depicting the power relationship between the Smales family and 
their former servant, July. The opening line asserts, “July bent at the doorway and began that day 
for them as his kind has always done for their kind” (Gordimer 1981, 6). Gordimer’s placement 
of this statement at the very beginning of the novel elucidates the focal characteristic of settler 
colonized societies: that Blacks exist “for them” (whites) so that they (Blacks) can subsequently 
exist for themselves. However, the novel’s backdrop is not a settler colonized society but a 
fictitious revolutionary war, during which July is a host to the Smales family. They now find 
themselves to be refugees in their own country. July’s continued role as a servant, despite the 
changing social and political conditions that position July to have more authority than the 
Smales, illustrates that the cemented relations between the colonizer and the colonized endure in 
the post-colonial era. 
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Furthermore, in July’s continual engagement in his tasks for the Smales, he acts as he did 
during colonial rule—to protect the settler’s position and privileges, despite having obligations to 
his own family who do not live with him. The immediate repercussions of prioritizing the desires 
of the Smales over his own family are represented by July’s wife, Martha, and her frustration that 
she has not heard from him in a long time. Migrant labor has historically induced family 
communication to exist through letters (Tyali 2019, 3). July lives in Johannesburg, physically 
separated from his nuclear family and forced to communicate with them through letters. But 
Martha has only a fading memory of July due to his lack of communication. However, the 
looming question is why July is there with the Smales in the first place. The liberation war has 
given July the power to be with his family again, but he is still amongst the colonizers serving as 
the colonized. 
The deep-rooted repercussions of July’s absence from his family’s life and presence within 
the Smales’ life are exemplified in the mere erasure of July’s longing for and engagement with 
his own family. Furthermore, the fact that readers are unable to discern anything about July’s 
family throughout the novel, in terms of who they are and what their life looks like, is illustrative 
of his dismemberment from their life. As suggested by Ramphele and Richter (2006), the impact 
of settler colonialism on the Black family structure in South Africa was not only felt at the level 
of physical abandonment by Black fathers and their families. Rather, the emotional distance, 
which has become endemic due to the migrant labor system, also became a form of abandonment 
(Ramphele and Richter 2006, 74). In July’s case, physical distance is compounded with 
emotional distance to create a particularly disparaging form of desertion. 
The issues coursing through July’s People are inextricably linked to the history of settler 
colonialism and its effects on the Black family unit in the global African diaspora. In South 
Africa, “[Black] households and families were harassed and torn apart by a restriction on 
people’s movements, by migrant labor, by forced resettlement, and by resulting poverty and 
disarray in the most painful ways” (Ramphele and Richter 2006, 81). Illustrating this, July’s 
family is ultimately relegated to the novel’s background, while the most intimate details of the 
Smales family exist at the forefront. 
Throughout the novel, the absence of July’s family structure works to construct his existence 
as an extension of the Smales’ family structure. A reader’s intimate understanding of the Smales 
family’s moments and a lack of understanding of July’s family’s moments is a literal 
representation of the disintegration that settler colonialism inflicts on the Black family. As July 
explains, “Fifteen years I work for your kitchen, your house, because my wife, my children, I 
must work for them” (Gordimer 1981, 75). This quote illustrates how the dismembering of one’s 
family manifests in dismay regarding the settler-colonial superstructure. Despite South African 
Blacks and coloreds newly possessing the foundational political system to support their freedom, 
July’s inability to escape this structure represents the hypnotic and cemented ramifications of 
colonialism in the post-colonial world. 
Despite the fictitious content of July’s People, Gordimer grapples with relevant and pressing 
questions within anti-colonial discourse. In a nuanced way, her work requires confronting the 
future that Black liberation is struggling for, one in which the chains of colonial subjugation are 
not only released but transitioned into mechanisms for repair and reparations. However, in 
Gordimer’s depiction of this confrontation with liberation, Blacks are still constrained. 
Therefore, in many ways, she raises pressing questions: Are we ever going to exist in a post-
colonial world? If so, what does this post-colonial future look like? Feel like? How do the 
remnants of colonialism endure and cement themselves within the post-colonial future? 
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Gordimer’s literary works know no bounds. In addition to her commitment to a compelling 
national context, her intellectual world expands beyond national confines and addresses 
globalization, Black liberation across the African diaspora, and migrant displacement. In 
representing her own internal conflicts as a white anti-apartheid activist, she intimately engages 
with the ethical questions relevant to navigating this role. The synonymous relation of 
“privilege” and “white” that represented her reality shapes much of her plot structure. Still, her 
novels’ storylines follow an open future, one where that privilege is unpredictable or potentially 
dangerous. Thus, her commitment to her own socio-political location, and her sense of 
responsibility to it, shape her critical reception within her discourse (Barnard 2015, 935). 
The politics of her novels are set in outright opposition to apartheid’s injustices. In an 
interview with Stephen Gray in 1980, Gordimer stated: “I’m reckless when I write, and I always 
have the feeling that, oh well, it doesn’t really matter, I’m going to do it. It’s got to be done 
completely, or not at all” (Gordimer 1990, xi; emphasis original). Gordimer’s work is fearless in 
telling the truth about the society in which she lived. In her work The Muzzled Muse: Literature 
and Censorship in South Africa, Lange notes that “writers write to be read. Nadine Gordimer is 
no exception,” when speaking about Gordimer’s disregard for the censorship of her work by the 
ruling South African National Party (1997, 56). Her respectful literary rival, J.M. Coetzee, 
praises her for “producing a body of work in which the South Africa of the late twentieth century 
is indelibly recorded for all time” (Coetzee 2014, as quoted in Barnard 2015, 936). 
 
Conclusion 
Nadine Gordimer has been a guide for a global audience in understanding the South African 
colonial system’s complex layers and how that oppressive system relates to colonial oppression 
across the globe. Her work delivers to the reader, in intimate detail, the atrocities and human 
rights violations perpetrated by the apartheid government. In the novels I have explored in this 
article, Gordimer offers a particularly unique contribution to anti-colonial discourse by 
navigating the role of the oppressor in the movement to liberate the oppressed, an issue that anti-
colonial discourse has yet to fully explore. She also critically dissects the implications of settler 
colonialism on the Black family unit with the objective of revealing the enduring nature of 
colonizer–colonized relations. Her novels play on the social and political contestations of the 
time, while also informing the future. In an unwavering commitment to speak the truth, she 
endeavored to relay lasting manifestations of subjugation on humanity. In her own words, “There 
is a paradox in retaining this integrity, the writer sometimes must risk both the state’s indictment 
of treason and the liberation forces’ complaint of lack of blind commitment. The writer is of 
service to humankind only insofar as the writer uses the word even against his or her own 
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